f 1 2 Â gauge teclmique has been proposed in recent papers ' that ,:;ives a n on-perturb .-it ive renormalisable theory of vector and scalar mesodyiiamics, which can be summarised as follows :
The scalar gauf.;e character of the theory implies generalised WardTakahashi identities "between ^iy.) and r 1 «\ where M ^ is an -I-meson (L incident ir.-.?Gona and X emitted mesons), n-photon Green's function. Given N . . V , !"" ] *,'^" can be decomposed into longitudinal and transverse parts i;i such a vray that the longitudinal part is a functional of rj«alone. Beginning with <• i,,. for any, X j the following sequence can be constructed.
( 1.1) o t c.
(1) n conventional notation II ~ LI , 1 I =; ; , ' 1 , -,. Having expressed all higher Green's functions in this way, the uiitarity equations for P'l ' can be written in the form
0>
The zeroth gauge approximation is to take In the next gauge approximation, the procedure is analogous, except that three equations have to be solved explicitly, those for A, 3, and TSymbolically, these equations are
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. (i.6c) Oft C ana corresponding terras for higher functions are then determined by their u:, itarity equations r-.r.
J t c.
•Tii^hr.T order t -^uge approximations are analogously defined. It is the purpose of this paper not to show under which conditions the solution of ; ;qu% J ions : V 1.4) to (l.7) is feasible, but to show how the n-point factions can 1>o expressed ii, tcvroa'of the above Green's functions, to 0' .-ive the identities that these Green's functions satisfy, to enumerate the approximation schemes whereby the approximated unitarity equations maintain their gau^e invariance, and DO show that this invariance is maintained by :,~^e ^aup;e approximation' schemes out 1 int.^ above. These topics a:.vj deal;: with in "^ 4» W 2, 3, and 5> and £ 6 respectively.
3ii:oe th-. .TiotivaLion of this papor Is a n on-perturb at ive solution of r;. -odyua:;iics, the approach will 00 as far removed from 'perturbation theory a..; possibls, although a perturbative approach like that of thê and dot'j ne "C Cv
The generator H' of the yQ-functions, the connected parts of thê -functions, is defined "by
Starting from a renormalised gauge-invariant Lagrangian a differential recursion relation can be obtained "between the "C -functions . . This is that
whore e is the i-enormalised charge.
On thei.h.a. of equation (2. A similar expression exists for interchange of "^t -6-Taking Fourier transforms of (2.7), it is seen that the following relation holds for all n and JL except i = 0, and n = 0, $.= 1, for which
•the .h.s. of (2.10) is not defined.
The case n =. 0, X = 1, is the Ward -Takahashi identity (2.10a)
A corollary of (2.10) is that for all mesons on the mass shell as required by gauge invariance.
It is necessary to, consider the case £ = I in detail, The identities satisfied by the 11 (1) can now be obtained.
Firstly, the following definitions are needed. If ~£>* t^,^') is of the form UO J where lib S < TV assume that (3.5) holds for n»l J 2.--.P where P < in . Because the form of the identities is one of photon-vertex insertion there is no need to "begin from the "basic identity The connected and disconnected parts of this amplitude, each corresponding to a term on the t*. h. s. of (2.6) will individually satisfy this requirement. Let these parts be enumerated by the index ^.
If each such part of the amplitude is then decomposed in the manner of £ 4 it has been shown that each subset of diagrams is individually gauge invariant.
There is iiiun almost unlimited scope ir>. sotting: up approximation 
Conclusion
In this pfjper, the Green's functions chosen were not the simplest ones that were available to us. This choice of Green's functions has been made for two reasons. Primarily it has been made because scalar gauge invarience is easily understand able in terras of photon-prope gator insertion and the operation of such, insertion is more transparent when working with such Green's functions than when working with the connected parts of the -point functions. Secondly, the identities satisfied by these Green's functions have been shown to be of the form without the presence of external propagators, thus simplifying u~-""""" """ _.
.r-. _-.
.^ that is a functional of M^, were i" 1 tC ) known. In the present context, it is-only the M^that concern us (although it is beyond the scope of j__^ ._ .__.. _,_ ._ (t ) into the W% is to be rr.r-.de, and to what extent an approximation for such a decomposition may be a "good" approximation) and so this advantage cannot be fully used.
Although it has been shown that there is wider scope for approximations that maintain the gauge invariance of amplitudes with these Green's functions than with the IT -point functions, this greater choice is essentially spurious, since there are no sensible rsasons for invoking it. The only sensible approximation schemes within this framework are the gauge approximations discussed in \> !• .
The application 'of the same approach in general Lie gauge theories will lead tc approximation schemes of similar form, but this is also beyond the scope of this work and will be the subject of a subsequent paper.
